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1- Scope of application
The terms and conditions of sale (TCS) govern the relationship between CCI France Suisse and its clients within the framework of services and the organization of events and demonstrations in Switzerland and France.

2- Acceptance
By signing, the client accepts:
- The registration form established by CCI France Suisse
- The contract established by CCI France Suisse
- The terms and conditions of sale which follow

3- Obligations
CCI France Suisse is a non-profit association governed by Swiss law, whose registered office is at Route de Chêne 5, CP 6298 - 1211 GENEVÉ 6. Its main missions are to stimulate and federate its business community and to offer support services to French and Swiss companies. It reserves the right to accept or refuse the participation of clients in its events and enjoys a right of scrutiny with a unique concern for qualification with the defined nature and sector of its operations. As such, registration is only considered final after validation by CCI France Suisse.

4- Responsibilities
The client is responsible and answers for any damage found by CCI France Suisse, notably in the event of breakage, damage, theft or other. CCI France Suisse declines all responsibility for the values and property of clients and in the event of any accident, theft or damage affecting guests during an event.

5- Price
Prices are expressed in Swiss Francs (CHF), VAT included. The conversion into euros is for informational purposes and may vary depending on the exchange rate applicable on the day of issue of the invoice.

6- Billing and Payment
To guarantee participation in events organized by CCI France Suisse, the client must pay the total amount of its participation 20 days after receipt of the invoice and within a maximum of 15 days before the date of the event.

After this period, CCI France Suisse reserves the right to bill for interest at the rate of 5% per year. Thus, the participation will be considered as firm and effective upon receipt of the total amount of the invoice. Payment of the fixed contribution is to be made in Swiss francs (CHF) by bank transfer to the following account: Beneficiary: Chambre France-Suisse pour le commerce et l’industrie Swiss Post- Postfinance / Nordring 8 / 3030 Berne Suisse
ACCOUNT: 12-251-8 / CLEARING: 9000 / IBAN: CH87 0900 0000 1200 0251 8 / SWIFT: POFICHBEXXX

7- Cancellation fees
In the event of cancellation, the penalties due are:
- More than 30 days before the event: no charge
- Between 29 and 14 days before the event: 50% of the participation fee
- Between 13 days and 8 days before the event: 80% of the participation fee
- 7 days before the event: 100% of the participation fee

8- Dress code and compliance with recommendations
CCI France Suisse recommends wearing business attire during events. During visits to production sites, health and safety constraints may be imposed by the host company and the client agrees to respect and apply them.

9- Modifications of the TCS
CCI France Suisse may modify these TCS. It will inform clients about changes made on the www.ccifs.ch website. The version in effect at the time of the order is deemed as valid in the contractual relationship between the client and CCI France Suisse.

10- Applicable law and competent court
The legal relationship between the client and CCI France Suisse is governed by Swiss law. Invalidity of one of the provisions cannot be considered as affecting the validity of the other provisions. The agreed legal venue is Geneva, but CCI France Suisse nevertheless remaining free to refer a matter to the jurisdiction of the domicile of the defendant.

11- Use of personal data and privacy policy
Subject to the contrary provisions of these TCS, CCI France Suisse adheres to confidentiality regarding information that the client provides to it during its participation in an event and agrees not to disclose this information to third parties.

The data of registered persons will be stored in the database of CCI France Suisse and will be used for communications from CCI France Suisse and for implementation of the meeting platform specific to the event. The Client has a permanent right of access to modify, rectify and oppose information concerning it by sending a letter and justifying its identity when contacting CCI France Suisse.

12- Approval and signature
The terms and conditions of sale form an integral part of the entry form given to the client for approval and signature. The entry form as well as the terms and conditions of sale must have been signed and reach us no later than 7 days before the date of the event.